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Abstract
The design of an urban retreat within an industrial building in
Georgetown, DC provides an opportunity to experience water in
the built environment. The location of the building between two
bodies of water—the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal and the Potomac
River—creates an opportunity to connect water and the visitors.
Management of the water to ensure responsible resource use was
researched and accommodated in the design. Water is further
used to shape the space and the moods created by the volumes,
materials and finishes. The final project provides a luxurious shower
and locker room, a series of pools, and a tea room, open to the sky,
across three levels.
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Inspiration
“Architecture is not a vehicle or a symbol for things that do not
belong to its essence. In a society that celebrates the inessential,
architecture can put up a resistance, counteract the waste of forms
and meanings, and speak its own language”
— Peter Zumthor (Zumthor, 2010)

“[Design Science is the] effective application of the principles
of science to the conscious design of our total environment in
order to help make the Earth’s finite resources meet the needs of
all humanity without disrupting the ecological processes of the
planet”

[3.1] "Snow pallet 4" by Toshihiko Shibuya

— R. Buckminster Fuller (Ben-Eli, 2007)

The spring day
lingers
in the pools.
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— Issa (Haas, 1995)

“I don’t believe in need as a force at all. Need is a current, everyday
affair. But desire — that is something else again. Desire is the
forerunner of a new need. It is the yet not stated, the yet not made
which motivates.”

[3.2] "Dark Matter 4" by Simon C Page

— Louis I. Kahn

“The one thing which we seek with insatiable desire is to forget
ourselves, to be surprised out of our propriety, to lose our
sempiternal memory, and to do something without knowing how
or why, in short, to draw a new circle.”
— Ralph Waldo Emerson (Emerson, 1990)

[3.3] "Totally in Love" by Harry Eggens
Ideas

A Manifesto of Desire
Power
Desire is a powerful force, directing our decisions and actions.
We desire objects and experiences that we believe will result in
a benefit to ourselves either directly through the experience of
them, or indirectly through possession. Desire is distinct from
lust, coveting or envy. Desire is the anticipation of future pleasure
sufficient to motivate people to action.
There are three types of experiences that generate desire: 1.
experiences that are physiologically stimulating; 2. experiences that
create significant positive emotional responses; 3. experiences that
are functional, intellectual or aesthetic that through their perfect
alignment with expectation and mood of an individual satisfy a
pragmatic need.
Many experiences create momentary desire: a flash of excitement
and pleasure on experiencing something new that then fades and
lingers only as a memory. Although this transient desire can sway
people, the power of desire to motivate comes when the expected
sensation of pleasure is sustained or increases over time.
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Designers seek to generate sustained desire through the
application of aesthetics and functionality that adapt to and
anticipate human needs so that the experience of the designed
object or environment is pleasurable again and again.
Design seeks to generate sustained desire in order to motivate
people.

Ideas

Confluence

Responsibility

Design has not always been as ubiquitous as it is today. There have
always been brilliant innovations and works that inspire awe and
desire to experience them, but they were slower to propagate
and less frequent. Most objects owned by people were functional
and essential. Most experiences involved the routine necessities
of living. Generally, ownership of unique, aesthetically pleasing
objects and exposure to emotionally satisfying experiences were
limited to the richest and most powerful.

The relationship of design to consumption gives it power to play
an important role in addressing the problem of sustainable living.
Design uniquely can fulfill people’s needs and wants with artifacts
and experiences that are desirable. That desire can be used to
influence individuals, societies and cultures either responsibly and
ethically or carelessly and short-sightedly.

Over the course of hundreds of years, advances in transportation
and communication exposed more people to new places and
cultures. Advances in technology, engineering and science gave
common people more free time and more disposable income.
The shift in behavior propelled the manufacturing, shipping and
travel industries. Designers were needed to elevate ordinary things
and places into something aesthetically pleasing and emotionally
satisfying: to impart desire.
With the success of design came the increased consumption of
resources: directly through increased usage of water, wood, coal,
natural gas and metals; and indirectly through the demand for
larger houses, vehicles, appliances, clothing and shoes.
More recently, design has become even more widespread . In
many cases design is now not just a source of aesthetic pleasure in
everyday goods, but a generator of desire for products for which
we have no real need. In many countries the economy and welfare
of the citizens is not based on the creation and consumption of
necessities, but of luxuries and disposable goods that continually
need to be replaced and upgraded. Such consumerism is not
sustainable. There are insufficient resources on the planet to satisfy
every person's desires in the way to which we have become
accustomed.
And so here we sit at a critical juncture in our history. We cannot
continue to consume resources at the rate we are, yet we cannot
deny people the comfortable lives that they are accustomed to or
that are just now within their reach.

Responsible design is achieved through generation of desire for
the object or experience and careful crafting of that object or
experience such that it fosters a healthier, more balanced world.
I propose four guidelines for practicing responsible design:
Seek knowledge across a broad range of subjects.
Understanding human and biological systems can serve as
both inspiration and a basis for understanding the impact of
design.

5

“Before we acquire great power we must acquire wisdom
to use it well.”
— Ralph Waldo Emerson
Design with intention to improve. Each artifact and
environment should strive to have a positive impact on the
local peoples and systems and at minimum to have a neutral
impact on more distant peoples and systems.
Practice integrity with yourself, on the behalf of all
stakeholders and towards your intent.
“What it lies in our power to do, it lies in our power not
to do.”
— Aristotle
Study great minds and their designs, but strive for innovation,
pushing beyond what has already been done. Existing
approaches create known outcomes.

Ideas

Thought | Precedents
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Framework for Analysis
To provide a framework for the investigation, six
factors were examined for each of the projects.
The four case studies are plotted against five
criteria.

Drivers
What process did the architect use? How
strongly does the manifestation relate to a
metaphor, idea or the program?

Influences
To what extent do site, concept and
invention/ego influence the design?

Natural Environment
How well are light, air and water integrated
into the design?

Focus
Does the design stem from the forms and
large-scale elements of the space or from
the combination of the details?

Entrance
How does a visitor enter? Does the entrance
create an abrupt boundary or is it more
porous—a continuation of the exterior
environment?

Z = Zumthor | Therme Vals
W&T = Williams & Tsien | Cranbrook Natatorium
H&dM = Herzog & de Meuron | Tate Modern
H = Holl | Nelson-Atkins Museum Expansion
TZ = Ideal for this project

Precedents

7

Case Study Selection
Therme Vals
Selection: Peter Zumthor has a reputation for respecting site and
context and allowing the details and site to dictate the design. For
these reasons and for the similarity of the program, I selected this
project as my first case study.

Analysis Summary: Zumthor is indeed respectful of the context,
but the design also has a strong concept (a quarry pit) and
organizing principle (pinwheel arrangement). Control of light, water
and air are very strong, permeating the space. Zumthor creates
coherence and consistency in his detail almost to excess.

[8.1]

Cranbrook Natatorium
Selection: The Williams and Tsien Natatorium was selected based
on the similarity of program and for their integration of natural
elements. Williams and Tsien are also very purposeful with
materiality and integration with the surrounding site, two qualities I
would like to emulate.
8

Analysis Summary: Williams and Tsien use materials that reference
the local environment in a way that is almost metaphorical. The
design has a strong idea that is rendered fairly literally through the
finishes. Control of light and air are managed through very unique
mechanisms (two large occuli and oversized windows).

[8.2]

Tate Modern
Selection: The Tate Modern, designed by Herzog and de Meuron,
offers relevant information on a number of dimensions; particularly
the context on a body of water in a large city and the fact that it
is a renovation project based in a building with a nearly identical
original use.

Analysis Summary: The design is rendered almost entirely based on
forms with less attention to detail. The entrance ramp degrades the
boundary between exterior and interior, but the contrast in styles
creates a visual threshold that counters the physical experience.

[8.3]

Nelson-Atkins Museum Expansion
Selection: Steven Holl is known for strong process and manipulation
of the natural environment, which I would like to emulate in my
project. The Nelson-Atkins museum was selected specifically for its
relationship to an existing structure.
[8.4]

Precedents

Analysis Summary: The design of the structures in the expansion
is strongly driven by an image of icebergs on the ocean. Within the
structures, Holl invents a mechanism to capture and direct light
into the spaces which shows both an extreme mastery of detail and
of natural elements.

Lessons and Influences
As I compile this book at the end of the project, it is interesting to
review the lessons and influences that the case studies had on the
design.
Therme Vals: Zumthor's excellent use of materials and details
to manifest his concept of a quarry was always in my mind as I
considered how to create the sense of water within my project
space. My goal was to emulate his masterful space plan; and,
although space limited the size and variety of pools in the final
project, I was able to create a pathway between my three pools
that I hope honors the example set by Zumthor. The many models
that Zumthor used and presented were a constant reminder that
I should be working in three dimensions when trying to work out
details. Finally, as the requirements of circulation began to eat away
at my program (I lost some staff spaces), I thought back to just how
much of Zumthor's space is dedicated to circulation through the
baths.
Cranbrook Natatorium: The manipulation of air and light and the
creation of a space that is totally integrated into the surroundings
were goals for the project, and I was striving for a similar effect in
the creation of the layered and fused glass elements that sit near
the north and south windows. The use of hard surfaces to create a
pleasant space was also in my mind as I selected finishes.
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Tate Modern: The lightbox on the top of the industrial structure
was an influence on the tea room and structures on the roof of the
project.
Nelson-Atkins Museum Expansion: The preference of northern
light over southern light (and western) that I relied on in my project
stemmed from the way that Holl uses T-shaped structures to direct
light down from above and into the individual galleries in the
expansion. I also tried to use watercolor as a medium to explore
concepts and ideas for the project.

Precedents

Therme Vals

Peter Zumthor, 1996
Vals, Graubünden, Switzerland
Thermal Baths connected to a hotel
58.38 × 33.95 m on 2 levels ≈ 3964 m² (~21,334 ft²)
A spa connected to a thermal springs outside of Zurich,
Switzerland. Zumthor's baths are one of the Pritzker Prize winner's
most famous works. The forms and materials are simple, perhaps to
the point of being overbearing. Many of the spaces are quite small
and I wonder if this lends a pleasant sense of tension and contrast,
or if the smaller spaces are just claustrophobic.
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“Mountain, stone, water—building in
the stone, building with stone, into the
mountain, building out of the mountain,
being inside the mountain—how can
the implications and the sensuality in the
association of these words be interpreted,
architecturally? The whole concept was
designed by following up these questions;
so that it all took form step by step.”
—Peter Zumthor
[10.1]
Precedents | Therme Vals

Influences
The concept behind the baths—mountain, stone, water. Is rooted
in the surrounding area, executed with local stone and pervasive
throughout the space. Of the projects I studied, this one has the
best execution of a concept and seems most responsive to the
surrounding area.

[11.1] Upper Level
11

Communal Bathing
Visitor Areas
Food Service
Private Rooms
Building Systems
Support Areas

[11.2] Lower Level

Circulation
Precedents | Therme Vals

Drivers
The Therme Vals project was a result of a competition, a delay of
almost a decade and nearly continuous conversations with the city
of Vals. As a result Zumthor had a longer amount of time than one
might normally have during concept development.
Zumthor cites an advertisement for Vals spring water and a
passing comment that the block sketches resembled a quarry as
inspirations. The idea of the quarry and a monolithic entity from
which the spaces are extracted carries through to the very end of
the project.
“Quarry sketches: later we called them block studies; we
drew many of them. Sketching was a playful form of research
without architectural models. I remember feeling great

12
[12.1, at left] Sketch showing the light openings
in the ceiling in relationship to the masses of the
space.
[12.2, at right] Portion of a massing sketch
showing the relationship of water to structures in
the space.

Precedents | Therme Vals

freedom in pursuing issues of composition, working them
out on the basis of these block studies, giving them shape
in spontaneous drawings and trying to understand them by
talking about them.”
Shown below are a two of his many sketches for the project. At left
showing the light openings and the pinwheel circulation pattern
on the right.
In addition to the sketches, Zumthor created a number of models
at different scales. Since the materiality and light are particularly
important in the project, special models were used to study these
aspects.

Entrance
Therme Vals is about twice as large as my project site. The space is
arranged as two levels inserted into the side of a hill such that the
green roof is an extension of the adjacent hotel lawn.
The primary bathing facilities and amenities are on the upper of
the two levels, with the lower level being occupied primarily with
building and support systems and private service rooms along the
outer edge.

Green Roof

The blocks from the process sketches are clearly evident as the
rooms for some of the smaller pools.
Entrance

I find it particularly interesting how much space has been devoted
to both circulation and building and support systems. The
proportions used by Zumthor indicate that I may have to revisit the
division of space for my program.
The entrance to the space is through the basement of the
connected hotel and down a long corridor (as seen at right). The
length and narrowness of the corridor appears to create a sense of
anticipation and separation from the hotel that would be critical.

13

Upper Level

Lower Level

Precedents | Therme Vals

Natural Elements
Zumthor controls the visitor's experience of light and water
throughout the space. Light is admitted in only very specific
areas—through slits in the ceilings, skylights and large windows
in the resting areas. At times the spaces appear to be dark and in
other areas light streams in.
“Gradually, in the process of shaping the stone, we learned to
distinguish between lateral light entering the building from
the valley, which is not specifically perceived as daylight but
rather as a panorama view; points of light from traditional
skylights, which we reserved for the indoor bath; and a special
kind of atmospheric illumination created by slits in the ceiling,
through which shafts of light wash certain walls. Since the
slits are a mere 6 cm in width, the ceiling joints between the
tables are not conventional skylights, Very little light is visible
in these joints themselves. The light is perceived primarily as
an illumination of the walls and the floor, which, like a sundial,
traces the course of the sun.”
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Not surprising for a bath, water too is controlled. Zumthor, in the
quote below, mentions that the drainage of water from the pools
becomes part of the design. The creation of individual chambers
for each type of experience of water contributes to the sense of
control. Each interaction is compartmentalized so that it must
stand on its own and the bather is allowed to enjoy the current
interaction.
“Water flows in the joints of the floor. All of the drains and
overflows required to operate the baths are worked into the
linear pattern of the floor mosaic, including the overflow of
the pools.... thanks to this overflow detail, we were able to
fulfill a long-cherished wish...pools filled with water up to the
rim and flush with the floor, no shadow frames around the
water’s edge.”

[14.1]
Precedents | Therme Vals

Focus
One of the aspects of the project that I think most warrants direct
experience is the materiality and details. Photos and descriptions
of the space indicate a very limited and controlled palette: dark
wood, stone, concrete, brass and bronze and black steel. The
narrowness of the range could create a space that recedes and
supports a quiet, meditative experience, or it could seem forced
and monotonous. I assume the former description is more apt, but I
would love to see for myself.
“...we took great care to articulate details that would express
and reinforce the underlying theme of hollowing out and
cutting up a great monolithic mass: allowing it to appear
large and whole, emphasizing hollows, clearly articulating
separations and cuts in ceilings or floors! The atmosphere
inside the baths is faithful to the theme that had been chosen:
mighty pillar blocks, large stone floors, vigorously cantilevered
roof slabs, all placed side by side, heavy masses cheek by
jowl but not touching. Next to them, cavities in the monolith,
which one enters through narrow openings.”

15

“It is not with huge blocks of stone that the monolithic effect
of the structure is produced... but with a small pattern running
through the entire building like a matrix. It is modeled on the
surrounding structures, formations interpreted in scientific
terms: the strata of certain rock faces of the surrounding
slopes have been estimated by geologists to be roughly 50
million years old.”

[15.1]
Precedents | Therme Vals

Cranbrook Natatorium
Tod Williams & Billie Tsien, 1999
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, USA
Competitive sports facility
21,000 sq. ft.
The natatorium houses a competitive swimming pool and has
capacity for about 200 spectators. The control of the natural
elements and the use of glazed brick on the exterior, integrating
the building with the surrounding area is masterful. However, I find
that the interior is a bit heavy handed. The creation of a dark blue
"sky" with twinkling lights is not being true to the materials. It is
particularly unfortunate because the occuli that create openings in
the ceiling might let in natural starlight that would be drowned out
by the artificial stars.
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“The water is connected to the land and
sky; the building breathes.”
—TWBT.com

[16.1]
Precedents | Cranbrook Natatorium

Influences
Williams and Tsien are careful to integrate the natatorium with the
surrounding landscape and the ideals of the Cranbrook Educational
Community. Their thoughtful plan and many of the details recede
to highlight the site rather than a particular imposed concept. The
notable exception is the ceiling over the pools where a blue color
and twinkling lights call attention to the occuli that open to the sky.

Natural Environment and Focus
Williams and Tsien provide a number of controls on the natural
elements, all while making the building seem entirely open to the
surrounding area.
The most notable feature are the 30' occuli that open to the
exterior without glazing of any kind. The shape and size of the
openings allow considerable light to enter, one specifically for the
morning light and the other for the afternoon sun.
Williams and Tsien reference water, sky and leaves in the use of
horizontal courses of glazed bricks in pale blue and green on a field
of darker rust to plum bricks on the exterior. The interior is dark and
earthy with floors of smooth grey stone and walls of concrete block
with black aggregate and charcoal grey mortar. Long horizontal
windows reference the horizon. On another exterior wall, twenty
foot (20') tall narrow windows are hydraulically operated to allow air
to circulate while providing selected views of the nearby trees.
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The combination of openings and selective views means that the
experience of the building varies with the season. (Lecuyer, 2001,
p. 52.)

[17.1]

[17.2]
Precedents | Cranbrook Natatorium

Tate Modern

Herzog & de Meuron, 2000
Bankside, London, UK
Art Museum
34,500 m² (371,350 ft²); 8 levels
Herzog & de Meuron won the competition for the renovation of
the Bankside Power Station, to create what is now known as the
Tate Modern, at least in part by being the only entrant to propose
leaving the exterior of the building largely intact. A particularly
interesting case study because it is largely an interiors project.
My study of the project has left me with the impression that
although some very intriguing design decisions were made (e.g.,
the light on top, the ramp, the conversion of the turbine hall), the
overall effect is somewhat incongruous with the exterior and the
details of the execution were largely made for budgetary reasons,
so that the project is a little bit less than what it could be.
18

“It is exciting for us to deal with existing
structures because the attendant
constraints demand a very different kind
of creative energy. .... Our strategy was to
accept the physical power of Bankside’s
massive mountain-like brick building and
to even enhance it rather than breaking it
or trying to diminish it.”
—Herzog & de Meuron Architects
[18.1]
Precedents | Tate Modern

Drivers
According to Rowan Moore and Raymund Ryan in Building Tate
Modern (Moore & Ryan, 2000, p. 125), the process for the Tate
Modern was a little unusual for a major building. Although
Herzog & de Meuron had developed sketches and initial plans for
the renovation for the competition, once the award was made,
demolition began almost immediately while the remaining design
details were being completed.
"The design was developed with a variety of means, including
conventional architectural drawings, a large wooden model of
the entire building, and simple cardboard models of individual
exhibition spaces. Full-scale mock-ups of key elements were
made on site. However, to an unusual degree, the project was
conceived in words, with the architects preparing written
documents on their approaches to particular aspects of the
building, which were then discussed with the clients, the
engineers...and the contractors.”
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It is interesting to compare this project to Therme Vals where
almost the opposite was true. In that project, Zumthor had several
years within which to mull over the design and to create sketches
and models. It seems to me that the resulting environments clearly
demonstrate the difference that an extended period of conceptual
design makes. Nearly every detail of Therme Vals relates back to
Zumthor's concept. While in the Tate Modern, a few bold moves
are made, but there is less of a feeling of a cohesive whole and no
particularly strong concept that dictates the end result.
As a verbal person, I find it interesting that much of the design for
the Tate Modern was communicated in written documents rather
than in drawing. Because there were other factors that factored
into the final design (particularly the short time frame and the
lower than average budget), it is hard to determine what effect that
had on the end design. It should be noted though that Herzog &
de Meuron have continued to work on improvements to the site,
including a newly opened major expansion, so the client was at
least amenable to the style of communication employed for the
initial project.

[19.1]
Precedents | Tate Modern

Focus
The original Bankside Power Station building was divided into
three parts: the boiler house, nearest the river; the turbine hall in
the center and the switch house and tanks on the south. Herzog
& de Meuron maintain this tripartite structure converting the
spaces to gallery space on the river side, a covered plaza where
the turbine hall was and support services in the switch house
space. To connect the gallery spaces a grand stairway and vertical
circulation was added to the interior edge of the gallery space

with concourses that overlook the turbine hall, tying the spaces
together.
Since the large exterior windows extend only to the fourth floor,
the architects have added a lightbox to what was the roof of the
building. The lightbox serves two functions: the lower portion
creates clerestory windows for the fifth floor gallery space and the
upper portion serves as a restaurant with panoramic views of the
Thames.

20

New Use

Gallery Spaces

Covered Plaza

Support

Original Use

Boiler House

Turbine Hall

Switch House

Visitor Areas
Food Service
Building & Support Systems
Circulation
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Entrance
The major design decision in the renovation of the Tate Modern
was the removal of the floor of the Turbine Hall to reveal the
basement level below. Herzog & de Meuron then added a ramp
from the exterior down to the newly created covered plaza forming
a wide, gently sloping entrance. Once inside the structure, visitors
ascend a staircase to move back up to ground level and the main
floor of the gallery space.
Given the location of the building along the river and the desire to
preserve the building, this solution for providing a major threshold
for the museum without significantly modifying the exterior is
brilliant.
However, I am struck by the lack of continuity from the exterior to
the interior. Although the exterior facade has been maintained,
there is little reference to the style or even the elements of the
exterior once the visitor has entered. Certainly the scale and
drama of dropping below grade would signal a transition, so the
juxtaposition of the two styles may not be as dramatic as it appears
in the photos.

21
[21.1]

[21.2]
Precedents | Tate Modern

Influences
“[Herzog & de Meuron have] produced an architecture in
which one cannot always distinguish between old and new.
The penthouse and the turbine hall bay windows are blatantly
of today but the exterior ramp, the thin vertical windows, and
the concrete floors in the upper galleries are more ambiguous.
This absence of shock between the inherited fabric (tradition)
and new construction (progress) indicates a concern for
normality and for the unimpeded appreciation of art. The
interiors created by Herzog & de Meuron are essentially calm.
In reality, most of Tate Modern’s interior is new.” —Rowan
Moore & Raymund Ryan, Building Tate Modern
I find the above quote interesting. In the turbine hall, the character
of the original building has clearly been preserved (see photos
on opposite page). However, it seems that in other parts of the
museum, aside from the exterior windows, there is very little to
recall its past history.

22

Regardless, Herzog & de Meuron went to great lengths to maintain
the exterior character. Much of the structure surrounding the
chimney had to be rebuilt and the entire roof structure had to be
replaced. The photo to the right, taken during construction also
indicates that the floors and non-loadbearing walls in the gallery
space were completely eliminated before being rebuilt.

[22.1] The turbine hall during construction.
Precedents | Tate Modern

[22.2] Areas of new construction (pink) and major renovation (lavender).
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[23.1] The turbine hall before the renovation in 1994.

[23.2] The turbine hall after the museum opening.
Precedents | Tate Modern

Nelson-Atkins Museum Expansion
Steven Holl & Chris McVoy, 2007
Kansas City, Missouri, USA
Art Museum
165,000 ft² + 50,000 ft² green roof
Steven Holl's design for the Nelson-Atkins Museum Expansion was
awarded based on a competition. The winning design, a playful
take on the tension created by two closely spaced complements,
broke several of the rules of the contest, but through its
appropriateness and excellence won the jury over anyway. I enjoy
how thoroughly Holl and McVoy think through the design process,
playing with many iterations and variations on a theme until
arriving at a design or a detail or even a specific material.

24

The idea of complementary contrast
drove our design for an addition... The
addition is not an object: we envisioned
a new paradigm fusing landscape
and architecture. In contrast to the
stone building, the new light-weight
architecture of glass lenses is scattered
about the landscape, framing sculpture
gardens.”
—Steven Holl
[24.1]
Precedents | Nelson-Atkins Museum Expansion

Drivers
Steven Holl is known for his watercolors—generating concepts
for active projects or just painting every morning. He encourages
intuitive, "half-dreaming" exploration and the results of such a nonintellectualized process are clear in the ephemeral light boxes of
the Nelson-Atkins Museum.

25

[25.1]

[25.2]

[25.3]
Precedents | Nelson-Atkins Museum Expansion

Entrance
The lightboxes of the Nelson-Atkins museum were originally
envisioned as icebergs floating on water. Although the end design
with the structures coming up out of a green roof that serves as
a meandering sculpture garden is lovely, the play of light on the
water would have been beautiful (and perhaps too reminiscent of

26
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Tadao Ando's Fort Worth Museum). The final design consists of five
"lenses" connected to the main museum, a parking structure and
each other through an underground passageway.
I enjoy the way Holl has created five very unique structures,
connected and coherent, but each with its own personality.

Focus
Steven Holl often incorporates sustainability strategies into his
designs. The Nelson-Atkins Museum and other projects feature
masterful control over natural light, geothermal heating, and green
roofs.
“The 50,000-square-foot green roof minimizes the building’s
ecological footprint, providing a natural storm-water
management system. The green roof’s high insulation
performance, and the large thermal mass of the below-grade
construction reduce the energy required to maintain the
strict environmental criteria of the...museum spaces. This
construction, along with the retrofit of the original central
plant, has resulted in an energy use for conditioning both
buildings that is less than previously needed for the original
building alone.”
In the quote above, Chris McVoy notes that the energy saving
measures taken on the Nelson-Atkins Museum manage to bring
the energy consumption for heating and air conditioning for both
buildings to a level below what was previously used for just the
existing building.
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So, I wonder, what led Steven Holl to creating a set of five fullyilluminated boxes? Although I do not know how much energy
the nighttime illumination consumes, I can imagine that it is
considerable. Moreover, the illumination is a blatant case of light
pollution. Could a similarly beautiful effect have been achieved
otherwise?
Regardless of the answers, it is good for all designers to
contemplate what sacrifices they are willing to make for
sustainability and what sacrifices they are not.

[27.1]
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Natural Environment
Steven Holl is at his best when he is playing with light. The light
boxes, or "lenses", that make up the five parts of the museum
expansion use two strategies for controlling the light: the walls and
the light cups or "fluttering Ts."
Holl and McVoy spent significant time experimenting with
variations of glass and treatments to the glass before finding the
exact combination that creates a soft luminous glow throughout
the space during the day and emitting light at night.
“Each lens is made of one-meter-thick glass walls, with inner
an outer layers separated by a pressurized air cavity. The glass
layers are transformed by various processes—sand-blasting,
texturing, laminating, acid etching, iron reduction—reacting
with light to create unpredictable phenomena: diffusion,
diffraction, refraction, reflection, absorption.” —Chris McVoy
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[28.1]
Precedents | Nelson-Atkins Museum Expansion

Equally well designed are the fluttering Ts that are found at the core
of four of the lenses. Each is designed to capture desirable, diffuse
sunlight from the north or reflected off the T from the south.
“At the core of each gallery lens is a thick wall containing the
lens roof’s steel structure and incorporating the air and service
distribution. As it rises the wall curves outward in a T-shape,
bringing the light down into the galleries along its cupped
undersides.” —Chris McVoy
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Direction
Statement

Goals

Human connection to water is innate and strong. There is no other
substance that is so vital, ubiquitous and varied. At its most basic,
water keeps us hydrated and alive; but water also has the power to
stimulate our senses and generate awe, fear, wonder, comfort and
joy.

My intent in the project is to create a design that has the following
characteristics.

This project explores a space that is beneficial to humankind by
reducing water resource usage, creating an experience of water
that people wish to visit again and again.
The project site is in the heart of the Georgetown historic district in
Washington, DC. Situated between the Chesapeake & Ohio (C&O)
Canal and the Potomac River, the building has served as storage
for street cars, a power plant for a paper mill and as office space. It
has recently been renovated as event space. The property is limited
beyond the footprint of the building and therefore any equipment
or modifications required for management of resources must reside
within that footprint.
Through the project, the site will become a water retreat—a place
for introspection, rejuvenation and refreshment modeled after
Japanese and European public baths. The water-intensive program
offers a particularly strong opportunity to reap the benefits of
conscious water management.

To be understated and quiet to allow the experience of the
water to be primary in a visitor’s awareness.
To engage visitors' senses of touch, vision and hearing in
subtle and varied ways.
To allow the experience of the space to vary over time:
throughout the day, seasons and years.
To be true to both the urban nature of the building and the
location of the site in Washington, DC.
To expose and highlight the connection to the adjacent C&O
Canal and the nearby Potomac River.
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To support the program and the goals of the project without
hiding the existing building.

By pairing the goals of water management and water retreat, the
project may serve as a model of design.

Project
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Overview
Located in the Georgetown neighborhood of Washington, DC, the
Power House’s 175’ chimney (left photo) is a familiar landmark as
visitors approach the capital across the Key Bridge from Northern
Virginia.
Although the Power House was constructed in 1917 by the D.C.
Paper Manufacturing Company, in 1919 it was purchased to be
used as a storeroom for the street car system. In the late twentieth
century, the Power House served as office space. After being empty
for several years, it has been recently reopened as an event space.

The entrance to the building is through an arched double-doorway
on Grace Street, NW, on the south side of the building (center
photo).
Six large windows (10’-4” x 19’-4”) in three pairs let light in on the
south, west and north sides.
The north side of the building borders the Chesapeake & Ohio
(C&O) Canal and the east wall is shared with an adjacent multi-unit
residential building (right photo).
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[33.1]

[33.2]

[33.3]
Site

Context
The Power House
3255 Grace Street NW, Washington, DC 20007
Northwest DC (Ward 2)
Georgetown Historic District
Chesapeake & Ohio Canal National Historic Park
Zone W-1 (low-density residential, commercial
and light industrial near waterfront)
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[35.1, above] Photo taken between 1923 and 1932 from the Key Bridge shows the chimney
alongside another neighboring building with a similar chimney. The inset shows four of the large
arched windows as well. At the far right of the photo is the Washington Monument.
[35.2, at right] Recent photo of Georgetown Waterfront from the Key Bridge. The chimney is still
visible. In the foreground is the Whitehurst Freeway and the Georgetown Waterfront Park. At right
is the Kennedy Center and Watergate.
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The site is situated between the Chesapeake & Ohio (C&O) Canal,
which abuts the north edge of the building. Paths along the canal
are widely used by pedestrians, runners and bikers. A pedestrian
bridge allows access to M Street, NW and Wisconsin Street, NW is
three blocks to the east along Grace Street, NW.
The Potomac River is approximately 600' to the south bordered by
the Georgetown Waterfront Park—popular particularly on sunny
weekends.
The location across the canal from the Georgetown shopping
district and up the hill from the park, means that while the Power
House is convenient to tourists and local residents, it is set away
from the bustle and crowds of the city.
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Note that horizontal and vertical scales are not equal.
Site

0’

Character
The building itself is 61'-10" x 63'-10" on the
exterior and 36' tall. At right the dimensions are
shown compared to Olympic-sized swimming
pools.
Below the area of the existing floors—entry, first,
second and mezzanine—shows the relationship
of the four planes.

Chimney

The section (on opposite page) shows several
critical details: 1. the second floor and mezzanine
floor levels intersect area of windows; 2. the
pedestrian bridge and upper ground level are
visible from windows, but unless viewer is directly
at a window, the canal is not; 3. ground level
slopes towards the south west corner of the
building on both the south and west sides of the
building.
Footprint
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Elevation

N

Entry
Site

First Floor (with Entry shown)

Second Floor (with Entry and First shown)

Mezzanine (with all floors shown)

Full height of the chimney in section.
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Site

Structure
The building is of Type IIB construction with 14" solid brick exterior
walls. There are three sets of columns: 10" wide flanged steel
structural columns (show in red below); 8" wide flanged steel
secondary columns (support second floor and mezzanine, shown
in pink); tertiary columns (support second floor extension, also
shown in pink). Several columns have been removed on the north
wall (shown in photo at right) and the five remaining structural

columns are "diverted" such that they connect to the wall about 10'
below the ceiling (see 41.1).
Approximately 1/3 from the north wall a major beam is supported
by structural columns. From this beam extends a 4' truss that
supports the roof, which appears to have been intended to support
machinery and a hopper for fuel. (Beam and truss shown in dotted
lines below and in photos 41.2 and 41.3)
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[41.2]
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[41.1]

[41.3]
Site

Light and Temperature
The large windows on three sides of the building let significant
light in throughout the day. Below are imagined areas of direct light
(shown in yellow).

The lack of insulation on the windows means that the temperature
of the space will be significantly altered near the windows.
Projected temperature change (warmer in summer months and
cooler in winter months) is shown in orange dashed lines in the
plans below.
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Sunlight and Temperature @ 10a
Site

Sunlight and Temperature @ 12p
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Sunlight and Temperature @ 2p

Sunlight and Temperature @ 4p
Site
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Essence
Experience

Visitor Profile

On entering, a sense of peace washes over you. You have escaped
the bustle of the city and are entering a space of rejuvenation and
contemplation.

A visitor to the spa may be many things, but it is helpful for
a designer to imagine the characteristics of the person the
environment is designed for.

Since it is your first time visiting the spa, a happy and
knowledgeable receptionist welcomes and orients you to the
facility and its services. Walking up a short flight of stairs, you enter
the softly lit locker room where you undress and enter the luxurious
showers where you clean your body and prepare for the baths.
Donning the provided robe, you walk up the light-filled stairs
to the baths or head to a reserved private room for massage,
balneotherapy or meditation. The pool area and mezzanine offer
places to relax between soaks and you take advantage of them.
Near the end of your visit, you climb the floating staircase to the
roof-top tea room to enjoy tea and freshly-made sandwiches.
Although you have no troubles during your stay, you notice that
assistants are available throughout the facility to ensure that your
experience is serene, comfortable and safe.
As you complete your visit to the spa, you return to the locker room
to rinse off and dress for dinner in Georgetown.

Basis
The program is based on Kabuki Springs & Spa in San Francisco,
California. This smaller, urban spa based on Japanese communal
bathing tradition with a hot and cold bath, sauna and steam room.
Simple individual treatments are available, but are not the focus.
Since bathing is done without clothes genders separated by
day rather than space (except on Tuesdays, when both genders
wear bathing suits and share the space). No children under 10 are
allowed, and children 10-16 must be accompanied by a parent.

Adult, male or female, average age between 30 and 65
Comfortable without clothing and familiar with traditional
bathing environments (Japanese or Turkish)
Works at a mentally challenging or stressful job, so is seeking
mental respite OR is a visitor to Washington, DC and would
enjoy time to relax while visiting the sites
Will visit the spa once a month on average, although regulars
will come once or twice a week
Interested in athletic pursuits or mind/body activities such
as yoga or meditation and expects food to be wholesome,
nutritious and fresh
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May be introverted or introspective and seeking places of
solitude
May be visiting with one or two other close friends or family,
but often will be alone
May have a significant number of belongings that need to be
stored
Values cleanliness and orderliness
Expects staff and other visitors to be courteous, respectful and
professional
Would like their needs to be met without having to request
assistance

My project will allow for up to 80 visitors and 20 staff.

Program

Areas
Overhead/Necessities

Service Areas

Building Systems : 18%

Communal Bathing Areas : 18%

HVAC, Water Treatment, Pool Maintenance,
Electrical [1000 ft²]

Hot Pool [729 ft² = 15’ x 15’ + border of 6’]
Cold Pool [225 ft² = 9’ x 9’ + border of 6’]
Dry Sauna [120 ft² = 12’ x 10’]
Steam Room [120 ft² = 12’ x 10’]

Support Areas : 9 %
Linen Room [50 ft²]
Laundry [150 ft²]
Staff Room [150 ft²]
Cleaning Room [75 ft²]
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Storage [75 ft²]

Visitor Areas : 25%

Circulation : 21%

Shower/Changing/Lockers [800 ft²]

Hallways, Elevators,
Staircases [1500 ft²]

Restrooms [250 ft²]
Threshold/Entry [200 ft²]
Relaxation [500 ft²]
Private Rooms : 4%
Therapy/Meditation/
Balneotherapy [300 ft²]

Program

Food Service Area : 8%
Tea Room, Kitchen,
Pantry/Storage [600 ft²]

Adjacencies
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Closest relationship, adjacent if possible
Related, should be easily accessible
Weak relationship, can be more distant
Program

Water Management
Raised at least 10' above roof
level and with excess capacity
to create adequate water
pressure

Roof

Rain

Green Roof

15,000 gal
Storage Tank

100 gal
Collection Tank

Processing:
Filteration, UV,
Salt/Chlorine

Solar Heaters

Second

Mechanical Room

Dehumidifiers

pump

Street

First
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Program

City Water

pump

pump

Tankless Water
Heaters (staged)

Radiant Flooring

A water-based urban retreat is made more
responsible by rainwater harvesting and
managing water resources as efficiently as
possible. This flow diagram shows a proposed
configuration of equipment that would allow the
facility to offset a significant portion of the water
needed.
Boxes represent equipment or systems and the
level of the building they would occupy. Blue lines
show cold water and red lines hot water.

pump

High-efficiency
Toilet

Make-up Water
for Pools

Radiant Flooring

Although most of the systems that are required
for water management are hidden from the
visitor, the larger-than-normal area required for
the equipment had an impact on space planning.
Visitors would be able to see a small part of the
system in the toilets where non-potable water
must be dyed purple.
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High-efficiency
Toilets

Laundry

1.0-1.5 gpm
Showers

Radiant Flooring

Recycle final rinse water for pre-rinse

Cold Water Flow
Hot Water Flow

Program

Detailed Requirements
Communal Bathing Areas
Slip-resistant decking

Sign / Logo

Robe and personal item storage
Water and refreshment station

Reception desk with space for at least 2 staff, writing surface,
phone, computer, PoS support and ID management

Towel rack and used towel collection

Water station

Trash and recycling collection

Space for marketing materials

Locker Room and Shower

Coat check area
2 task chairs

Male restroom: 1 toilet, 1 urinal (or second toilet), 1 lavatory

2 guest chairs and a small table

Female restroom: 2 toilets, 2 lavatories

Optional small merchandise area

5 showers with stools, hooks for towels
Mirrors with counters and outlets
50

Entry

Private Rooms (each)

100 ventilated lockers (16” x 18” x 30”) with hooks and shelf

Adjustable massage table

Minimum 4 benches or 12 stools

Stool

Used towel and robe collection

Sheets

Trash and recycling collection

Towel warmer

Consider configurable locker/changing area

Hooks

Relaxation Area
12 lounge style seats (water resistant)
Minimum 4 end tables
Electrical outlets near seats

Individual tub
Storage for oils, bath salts, etc.
Guest chair

Cleaning Room

Task/reading light

Utility sink

If separate from bathing areas, water and refreshment station

Storage for cleaning equipment

Towel rack

Storage for cleaning products

Trash and recycling collection

Counter (6 linear feet)
Trash and recycling collection

Program

Food Service Areas

Staff Room

Seating and eating provision for 20 at tables

5 lounge chairs or sofa

Small kitchen including stove, oven, refrigerator, freezer, ice
maker, juicer, dishwasher, trash collection, compost, recycling

Coffee table

Service station

Bookcase and magazine rack

Tea and meal service pieces for 40, beverage service for 150

Desk

Linens (towels, napkins, etc.)

Task chair

Pantry

Filing cabinet

Linen Room
Racks/shelves for clean towels and robes (200 linear feet)

Laundry
Commercial washer and dryer

Reading lamp

Safe
MFC/ Copier

Other
Drinking fountain
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Counter for folding (12 linear feet)
Storage for collection baskets
Storage for laundry products
Sink
Trash and recycling collection

Storage
Flexible storage

Program
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Exploration
Watercolor explorations of water. The image at
left looks at the swirling movement of water. At
bottom right, something like osmosis across a
thin division. At upper right, patterns of waves
and pools.

Process

A series of watercolors exploring the patterns in
the conditions of the site. The patterns shown
here are further development of portions of
a larger pattern where the positions of the
windows and entrance are extended across the
full floor plan (horizontal and vertical lines) and
then the entrance, exit and stair are connected
with diagonals.
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Process
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Process

Two of a second series of watercolor explorations
of the space as divided by the openings in the
walls . At near right, horizontals are dominant,
at far right "cells" where horizontal and verticals
meet are dominant and allowed to bleed
together.
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Process

57

Process
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Process

Based on a bit of play where drops of red
watercolor are aimed at a grid (opposite page), a
series of watercolors was developed to look at the
way water disperses the dye in the paint.
Three different conditions were tested: watercolor
on dry paper, on paper with a heavy wash
of water and paper soaked with water. Each
condition was repeated four times with yellow,
red, purple and teal paint.
On this page are the results of the four dry trials.
The wash trails are on Page 60 and the wet are on
page 61.
These twelve watercolors were also modified
(cropped and colors altered) and used in the
section headings of this book.
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Process

60

Process

61

Process

A series of models examining the properties
of water. The upper left (62.1) looks at light
and blocking or allowing it to pass. The upper
and lower right models (62.2, 62.4) play with
movement and texture. The lower left model
(62.3) is a combination of the top two: looking at
combining light and texture.
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Process

[62.1]

[62.2]

[62.3]

[62.4]

Consideration
A quick charrette to begin to think of the site
conditions. In this model the primary site
condition represented is the chimney, which is
pierced by one of the sticks. A set of interleaved
sticks creates a porous wall that divides the space.
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[63.1]
Process

Building on the charrette, a series of cylinder
models play with opportunities for interacting
with the chimney. In the first (64.1), second
(64.2)and fifth (65.3) exploration, the walls of the
cylinder are actually cut in some way. The third
(65.1) and fourth (65.2) models add platforms or
other structures to the exterior of the cylinder.
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[64.1] A horizontal slits are sliced into a tube exploring the different
shapes created based on the angle of the cut. Based on the
difficulty of these slices, the idea of creating arches as entries is
dismissed.

Process

[64.2] Two vertical slices are made through a tube creating an
opening that is accentuated with flat planes added to the cylinder.
The entrance added this way is viable, but not really "of" the
cylinder, so it is discarded.
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[65.1] Paper intertwines around a tube. A central piece simply
snakes back and forth from one side of the tube to another.
Additional pieces slotted through and around the central
piece create a counterpoint. While interesting, this method is
completely additive and disguises the original cylinder.

[65.2] This exploration looks at adding planes off of the cylinder.
The planes are attached at a single point and cantilever from
there. This model was inspired by the Frank Lloyd Wright's
Johnson Wax Research Tower. Unfortunately, the single point of
attachment is not practical.

[65.3] Here the cylinder is perforated and textured with ellipses.
A platform that could be extended to create a larger floor is
attached to the interior of the cylinder. Although the method is
possible, I did not end up using it in the final design.

Process

Similarly, a series of models was developed to
explore ways to create floors inside the building
shell. Since structural conditions require that the
entry level be 5' below at least one-third of the
first level, various ways of splitting the first level
and second level are considered. All models split
the first level, but the second level is also split
on the first and second models (66.1 and 66.2).
Additionally, the creation of an atrium (66.2, 67.1,
67.2) or pulling the floors away from the exterior
walls (67.1) are options.
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[66.1] Floors as alternating planes: the entry level and a raised first
floor followed by a second floor and mezzanine that are of similar
size. A partial roof allows the mezzanine to be open to the sky.

Process

[66.2] As a variation on 66.1, an opening is added to the second
floor and the opening in the roof is shifted over it creating an
atrium open to the sky. The cantilevering of the levels is too
extreme though so the levels sag.
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[67.1] Maintaining the atrium of 66.2, a wall is added along the edge
of the atrium to try to create additional support. A second wall
extending from the support wall extends up from the level change
on the first floor.

[67.2] The final model simplifies the second floor, eliminating
the mezzanine and closes the fourth side of the atrium so that
supporting walls can be added at either end. The entry level is
now a T-shape that extends the full length of the building at front
and then the full length of the atrium creating what could be an
elevator lobby. This arrangement was the preferred arrangement of
floors as I began space planning.

Process

Beginning with concept development. Here a
model is created as if the project was a cell. The
chimney extends through the membrane as a
channel might. Walls are constructed to make
spaces that feel distinct but are never completely
closed off from one another.

[68.1]
68
This model explores the project as a cathedral
with an altar (the black area set off from the rest)
and pews. The clear plate above gave me the idea
of blocking some or all of the light from the large
windows.

[68.2]
Process

The project as a garden or marsh. Above, the
chimney acts as a tree amid a small collection of
other trees or reeds. Flowers or bushes site slightly
below on a slope and roots are visible from
below. This model led to thinking of the chimney
as the stem of a plant, which I explored further in
the studies presented on the following pages.
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[69.1]

Process

Further exploration of the mapping of a plants to
the site. The ground level acts as the root system
and would be darker with light filtering from
above. The second level is the leaves, where light
would figure prominently. And the roof acts as
the flower head for the secondary plant element
and as another layer of leaves for the plant that is
centered on the chimney.
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Process

71

Process

A quick model of critical adjacencies in the
program: tea room at top left, communal bathing
in the center, relaxation at the bottom left, locker
rooms at the bottom right and private therapy in
the back.
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[72.1]
Process

Schematics of vertical circulation of people and
resources coupled with a ripple concept for
layout.
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Process

A model of the building is created with openings
for the windows and door and masses for the
chimney and pool. Once constructed, the model
is placed in a tray with water running along the
north edge emulating the flow in the canal. A
drop of dye is added near the entrance and the
movement and dissipation of the dye is recorded
at right. The strong counter-clockwise motion of
the dye informs the circulation of the final design.

Dye drop first hits water at entrance.
Eastward water current established.
74

Dye exits through north-east window.
Process

Current increased significantly.

Dye expands towards the east/counter-clockwise around the central cylinder.
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Water enters through windows, pushing dye towards center of structure.
Dye dissipated throughout structure.
Process

Development
The first full iteration of a space plan uses the
chimney for vertical circulation. The floor plates
for the first level and the second level use circular
curves reminiscent of ripples to define edges and
spaces.
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Process
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Process

Developing the concept of the second cylinder
further, a sketch showing the showers placed in
the center underneath the pools (not shown on
the second floor). A set of circular stairs would
wind around the pools.
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A model of the stairs encircling the pool and
showers. In this model, water would move
between the two levels in a canal that spirals
along the edge of the enclosure.
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[79.1]
Process

A second full iteration of plans incorporates the
stack of showers and pool with an outer circular
staircase leading from the first level to the second
and an inner circular staircase leading from the
second to the roof.
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Process

Two sections show the experience of the space.
The top section, cut east to west, shows the entry
with the curved protective wall on the second
floor.
The lower section, cut north to south, shows the
relationship of the pools to the showers and the
curved inner staircase.
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Process

There are two primary elements in the site—
the canal and the chimney—and two primary
elements in the program—the entrance and the
pools. Imagining the four elements interacting
on each other like magnets of different weights
results in a diagram (this page) that, simplified,
becomes the schematic design (opposite page).
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Process

The penultimate set of plans incorporates the
strong diagonal of the diagram and shifts the
orientation towards the canal while still centering
the space on the pools. A grand staircase at the
north wall replaces the outer spiral stair and a
squared off spiral shifts to the south and moves
visitors to the tea room on the roof.

Toilet

Toilet

Laundry
Showers

Egress

Mech.
Steam
Egress

Toilet
Therapy
Therapy
Sauna

Staff
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Process

Entry

Staff

Egress
Kitchen

Tea Room
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Orthographics
An axonometric drawing of the exterior of the
final design. Four major modifications are made
to the building itself.
1. The south windows are dropped from the
existing 9' above the entry level height to ground
level to open up the entry space and make it
more inviting.
2-3. The egress stairs, now located in the southwest corner of the building to allow immediate
exit, add a structure to the roof and drop the
south west window from 9' to ground level to
allow egress through a door in the glazing.
4. The tea room structure is added to the roof.
The structure itself has brick walls and a glazed
roof on the north portion and four skylights.

Shared east wall with adjacent
residential building
New tea room structure with glass
roof and skylights

Also, all six windows would be replaced with
glazing that take into account the design of the
interiors. The north windows would incorporate
treatments to limit visibility into the pool level
from the opposite side of the canal.

Existing skylights
Enclosed egress stairway. Solar water
heaters located on roof of structure

The roof would be modified to harvest rainwater
off of all surfaces. A green roof that could
incorporate herbs and other garden plants would
be added to the space between the tea room
and the egress stairs.

N

Southern west window extended to
ground level to allow egress
0’ 1’ 2’

4’

8’

16’

32’

South windows extended to ground
level to bring light into entry

Project
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Floor plans for the final design for the entry and
first level (near right), second level (middle) and
roof (fold-out/right).
The entry level includes a reception area, a small
lounge to the west of the door and a coat check
room. A short staircase leads to the first level.
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The first level houses the showers, toilets and
locker room, which can be divided in half by
extending a partition from the central wall
on days when both genders share the facility.
Laundry and linen rooms are on the east wall
and a staff room has a separate entrance/exit to
the plaza on the west of the building. The stairs
to the second floor occupy the space along the
north wall near the east window. A small cleaning
room is tucked underneath the mezzanine on the
second level (between the toilets and staircase to
the second floor).

TOILET

LOCKERS AND SHOWERS

TOILET

LAUNDRY

STAFF

The second level provides space for the pools,
steam room, sauna, two private therapy rooms
and a toilet. A half flight of stairs leads down to a
mezzanine for lounging next to the west window
on the north wall. A floating staircase leads to the
tea room on the roof. A mechanical room houses
the equipment necessary to maintain the pools,
dehumidify the space and manage the water.
The roof level is dedicated to the tea room and
the associated kitchen. Unmarked areas would be
used as green roof and to house HVAC and water
management equipment.

RECEPTION

ELEV

0’ 1’ 2’

Project

4’

8’
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OPEN TO BELOW

LOUNGE

MECH

HVAC

STEAM
HOT

TOILET

WARM

SAUNA

KITCHEN

THERAPY
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COLD

TEA ROOM

THERAPY

OPEN TO BELOW

ELEV

ELEV
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On this page, a section perspective shows the
relationship of the floors and the three main
staircases. The pools at center and the partition
wall between the locker room and north stairs
and along the diagonal wall on the second level
are also shown clearly. Notice that the horizontal
of the truss is picked up in the framework of the
glazed wall.
On the opposite page, rotated 90 degrees, is an
axon depicting the three levels together.
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Design
Taken from the early garden/marsh concept model, the design
uses the idea of different moods on each level manifested through
materials, details and furnishing.
Variations of liquid water are used in the interior of the space and
air or cloud (water vapor) on the roof or exterior of the space.
The first level is darker, quieter and immersive.
The second level is more open, textured and reflective.
The roof is softer, colder and brighter.
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4. The tea room provides light
refreshment and
opportunities to gaze at the
sky day or night.

The water studies led to a scheme of counterclockwise circulation.
Entering on the south, the visitor comes into a
bright, open and welcoming space.
4

Moving up the short staircase to the east, the
visitor turns the corner and enters the more
protected locker and shower area. The showers
are large and luxurious, allowing the visitor to take
their time cleansing and preparing for the baths.
A floating staircase leads from
the pools to the tea room.

3. Climbing the light-filled
staircase, visitors can lounge,
relax in the pools, steam
room, or sauna or receive
personalized treatments.

3

3

A path around the pools takes
visitors from warm salt water
(excellent for floating), to cold,
to hot and back again.

2. After undressing, visitors
shower and clean thoroughly
in the large, luxurious shower
stalls.

2

After showering, the visitor exits the locker room
and passing through a textural fused glass wall,
enters the north staircase that leads to the second
level along the windows that overlook the canal.
The second level is more open, yet protected. It
is filled with texture and reflective materials. Light
enters from the two north windows and from the
south windows filtered by a second glass wall.
The pools themselves allow visitors to circulate
between the three temperatures in a counterclockwise movement. To get to the roof level,
a floating staircase sits at the south edge of the
space.
Climbing the floating staircase, the visitor reaches
the tea room, which is filled with bright, but
diffuse light filtered by draped scrims along a
glazed roof.

1

1. Visitors check in and receive a
robe, sponge, and spa
slippers. Coat check is behind
the reception desk.

The elevator in the chimney
allows access to all levels.

Project
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The reception area and stairs to the first level from
the entry door. The elevator in the chimney is at
far right and the second level and the glass wall at
its edge are at top.
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The pools from the landing at the top of the
north staircase. This rendering shows the pools
with their fused glass partitions. To the right is
the truss and the diagonal glazed wall. In the
background is the floating staircase to the tea
room and the glazed wall in front of the south
windows.
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The reception area and stairs to the first level from
the entry door. The elevator in the chimney is at
far right and the second level and the glass wall at
its edge are at top.
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Details
An initial sketch (far left) based on the
organization of the space becomes the basis of a
set of patterns and textures for the space.
Below the initial sketch is a variation that
emphasizes a pattern of Xs and pluses.
At near left, is a variation that plays with circles in
two sizes on the centers and vertices of a grid.
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The two glazed walls—between the locker room
and north staircase and along the diagonal on
the second level—use the Xs and pluses as a
basis for the layers of fused glass. The diagram at
right shows the Xs and pluses overlaid onto the
locker/staircase wall. The sketch on the opposite
page shows how the same pattern is applied to
the second level glazed wall.
The model below explores how layers of glass
would be fused to build texture.
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The pattern in the glass guardrails is based on the
shape of the windows and the required heights
for handrails and guardrails through a series of
simple transformations. The guardrails on the
pool level add × shapes to relate to the partitions.

1
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2

3

4

The tea room floor is based on the circles and
grid pattern variation. The tiles would be made
of cream, pale pink and grey marble. The grey
marble and the concrete would be matched
such that the concrete stairs and floors from the
lower levels would transition into the marble floor
pattern in the rooftop space.
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Existing walls remain in brick. The egress stairwell
and tea room are brick with glass and steel
columns to mimic the existing shell.
Floors are polished concrete throughout the
entry, first and second floor. Other materials are
selected for texture and mood and placed as
indicated in the diagram to the right.
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Brick
Polished Concrete
Glass
Light Wood
Steel

6
7
8
9
10

Textured Limestone
Blue Marble
Glass Tile
Marble Tile Mosaic
Paint

Furniture is selected to set the mood of each
level.
The Slow chair (left) found on the second level is
large and open, yet protective. The fabric mesh of
the chair is soft and invites lounging.
The Emu Round chair (right) on the roof level is a
metal mesh—open, bright and cool.
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[103.1]

[103.2]
Slow Chair
Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec, 2007
Manufactured by Vitra

Emu Round Chair
Christophe Pillet, 2009
Manufactured by Steelcase/Coalesse
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Image: Water Study | Third Series | Wet

The theme for the group thesis exhibit was
"Turning the Corner." Each person had a space
that included at least one corner and the exhibit
space needed to somehow turn the corner.
The photo at left shows the entry hall and the
bookshelf where draft books were displayed.
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Presentation

Each individual exhibit was marked by a vertical
grey stripe. Within the space, each person had
one or more models, six presentation boards and
process work on the wall and on a long horizontal
shelf.
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Presentation
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The six boards presented in the exhibit.
1. Introduction and site conditions
2. Program, site and concept
3. Orthographics
4. Entry rendering and circulation diagram
5. Pools rendering and materials diagram
6. Tea room rendering and pattern
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4. The tea room provides light
refreshment and
opportunities to gaze at the
sky day or night.

4

A floating staircase leads from
the pools to the tea room.

3. Climbing the light-filled
staircase, visitors can lounge,
relax in the pools, steam
room, or sauna or receive
personalized treatments.

3

3

1

2

3

4

5

A path around the pools takes
visitors from warm salt water
(excellent for floating), to cold,
to hot and back again.

2. After undressing, visitors
shower and clean thoroughly
in the large, luxurious shower
stalls.

2

1

1. Visitors check in and receive a
robe, sponge, and spa
slippers. Coat check is behind
the reception desk.

The elevator in the chimney
allows access to all levels.

The tea room on the roof mimics the
construction of the space below with brick
walls and steel columns. The roof is glass
with draped scrims that diffuse the light
without blocking the view of the sky. At
night the scrims can be lit for a billowy effect.
A mosaic on the floor in subtle colors revisits
the patterns found elsewhere.

Presentation

A detailed model of the second level including
portions of the north stairs, the mezzanine and
two pools was also included in the show.
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Applicable Building Codes
For Type IIB Construction with A-2 Occupancy:

2012 International Swimming Pool and Spa Code (ISPSC)

2 stories up to 9500 square feet + 1 additional story, if
sprinkled

Artificial lighting required so that all areas of the pool,
including the bottom main drains are visible. (§321.2)

Mezzanine possible if occupies < 1/3 area of the floor to which
it is attached

Overhead or underwater lighting to illuminate the pool and
adjacent deck areas. (§321.2.1 and §321.2.2)

15 net square feet for assembly and decks

Emergency lighting to permit evacuation of the pool and
securing of the area in the event of power failure.(§321.3)

50 gross square feet for lockers and pools
Bather load (< 5 feet deep) = 15 square feet

Maximum water depth is 4 feet (§503.1)
Maximum depth to an underwater seat 28 inches at the lowest
point (§503.2)
Emergency shutoff switch within sight and between 5 and 10
feet from the inside walls of the spa to disconnect power to
circulation and jet system pumps and air blowers. A sign must
be posted visible from the spa. (§504.1 and §504.1.1)
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The temperature of the incoming makeup water shall not
exceed 104°F. (§507.1)
A number of operational signs must be posted visibly (§509.2)
Public spas shall have not less than 2 permanent depth
markers with numbers not less than 4 inches in height that are
plainly and conspicuously visible from obvious points of entry.
(§509.3)
Public facilities shall have a clock that is visible to spa users.
(§509.4)
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